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We describe an iterative procedure which yields an accurate cluster expansion for Au-Pd using only a limited
number of ab initio formation enthalpies. Our procedure addresses two problems: �a� given the local-density-
approximation �LDA� formation energies for a fixed set of structures, it finds the pair and many-body cluster
interactions best able to predict the formation energies of new structures, and �b� given such pair and many-
body interactions, it augments the LDA set of “input structures” by identifying additional structures that carry
most information not yet included in the “input.” Neither step can be done by intuitive selection. Using
methods including genetic algorithm and statistical analysis to iteratively solve these problems, we build a
cluster expansion able to predict the formation enthalpy of an arbitrary fcc lattice configuration with precision
comparable to that of ab initio calculations themselves. We also study possible competing non-fcc structures of
Au-Pd, using the results of a “data mining” study. We then address the unresolved problem of bulk ordering in
Au-Pd. Experimentally, the phase diagram of Au-Pd shows only a disordered solid solution. Even though the
mixing enthalpy is negative, implying ordering, no ordered bulk phases have been detected. Thin film growth
shows L12-ordered structures with composition Au3Pd and AuPd3 and L10 structure with composition AuPd.
We find that �i� all the ground states of Au-Pd are fcc structures; �ii� the low-T ordered states of bulk Au-Pd are
different from those observed experimentally in thin films; specifically, the ordered bulk Au3Pd is stable in
D023 structure and and AuPd in chalcopyritelike Au2Pd2 �201� superlattice structure, whereas thin films are
seen in the L12 and L10 structures; �iii� AuPd3 L12 is stable and does not phase separate, contrary to the
suggestions of an earlier investigation; �iv� at compositions around Au3Pd, we find several long-period super-
structures �LPS’s� to be stable, specifically, the one-dimensional LPS D023 at composition Au3Pd and two
two-dimensional LPS’s at compositions Au13Pd4 and Au11Pd4; �v� Au-Pd has a number of unsuspected ground
states, including the structure Au7Pd5 with the lowest formation enthalpy and the �301� “adaptive structures” in
the Au-rich composition range, all of which could not be predicted by other theoretical methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Finding the most stable crystal structures of compounds is
one of the classical problems in inorganic solid-state,1,2

metallurgy,3,4 and solid-state physics,5–7 both because it rep-
resents the deepest and most stable aspect of our understand-
ing of bonding and cohesion and because knowing the struc-
ture of perfect crystalline solids often holds the key to
materials properties. Within the realm of intermetallic sys-
tems, much effort has been invested in theoretical predictions
of structure.6–11 A particularly hard problem is understanding
of the structures spanned by compounds of Pd with Cu, Ag,
or Au. Even though all four elements have complete elec-
tronic d shells and are thus not expected, by common metal-
lurgical wisdom,4 to form ordered compounds, they do form
a fascinating diversity, as illustrated by their 50%-50% struc-
tures: CuPd has the bcc CsCl-type structure and AgPd is
predicted to have a trigonal L11 structure �that is, a Ag1Pd1
�111� superlattice�,12–14 whereas AuPd is predicted15 to have
a chalcopyritelike Au2Pd2 �201� superlattice structure �re-
ferred to as “CH”16�. Indeed, whereas the stable phases of
Cu-Pd are known experimentally,17 those of Ag-Pd and
Au-Pd are not. For example, whereas the measured mixing
enthalpy18 of Au1−xPdx is negative at all x �implying that the
system must order at low temperatures19�, long-range order
has not been observed experimentally in bulk Au1−xPdx. Thin
film studies found structures with �001� type order—i.e., L12

type around compositions Au0.75Pd0.25 and Au0.25Pd0.75,
20,21

and L10-type22 around Au0.5Pd0.5, in contradiction to the the-
oretical prediction for bulk AuPd.15 However, it is not clear
whether the ordering observed in thin films is a result of the
kinetics being faster than in bulk �in which case, the bulk
could have similar structures� or the thin film ordering is
qualitatively different �in which case these ordered phases
may not appear in bulk�. Indeed, thin films of various mate-
rials are known to exhibit long-range order of a different type
than the bulk samples of the same material, as has been
demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically �see,
e.g., Refs. 23–26�. Finding what are the stable bulk struc-
tures of Au-Pd is a challenge that we would like to address.

Even more intriguing than these structures is the occur-
rence of “natural long-period superstructures” based on the
L12 building block in such systems. Indeed, a long-standing
problem in metallurgy10,27–29 has been the competition be-
tween the members of the family of L12-based superstruc-
tures. Experimentally, fcc alloys such as Cu-Pd with compo-
sition around A3B and AB3 frequently order into either the
L12 structure or one of the related superstructures formed by
introducing “antiphase boundaries” �usually �100� planes�
separating the L12 domains shifted by �0, 1

2 , 1
2

� � Fig. 1�a��.
The resulting long-period superstructures �LPS’s� are distin-
guished by the distance M between two such boundaries. The
most common LPS’s in this family are L12 �M =��, D022

�M =1�, and D023 �M =2� �Figs. 1�b�–1�d��, but many other
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long-period superstructures �including two-dimensional
LPS’s in which the antiphase modulation occurs simulta-
neously in two directions� have been observed in a number
of intermetallic systems such as Cu-Pd, Au-Mn, Al-Ti, Au-
Cd, Au-Zn, etc.,30–35 but no LPS’s have been seen in the bulk
Au-Pd system. Local-density-approximation �LDA� calcula-
tions for L12, D022, and D023 structures of Au-Pd and Cu-Pd
are summarized in Fig. 2 and illustrate the subtlety of the

energetics of long-period superstructures in such systems.
For example, �i� the order of A3B vs AB3 structural energies
is different in both Cu-Pd and Au-Pd systems. As we will see
below, this means that odd-body �three and above� inter-
atomic interactions must be present. �ii� The energy of D023
is different from the average energy of L12+D022 �dotted
lines in Fig. 2� for all cases. As we will see below, this means
that interatomic interactions ranging to at least the eighth
nearest neighbor must be present.37 �iii� Finally, the differ-
ence between the energy of D023 and the average energy of
L12 and D022 �� in Fig. 2� has different signs in Au3Pd and
AuPd3.36 As we will see below, this means that odd-body
�three and above� interatomic interactions ranging to at least
the eighth nearest neighbor must be present. Clearly, deter-
mining the sequence of structural stability in LPS is a subtle
problem.

A large group of theoretical methods which aim at pre-
dicting stable structures explores only those structures whose
energy can be calculated directly—often a rather restricted
set of candidate structures. For example, traditional total en-
ergy Etot vs volume calculations12,13,38–42 select the lowest
Etot from a small, preselected set of O�10� structures; the
potential for missing ground states is rather large. The
Connolly-Williams43 approach applied in Refs. 44–46 in-
volves the calculation of the total energies of O�5� struc-
tures, extracting from those O�5� interatomic interactions
�typically up to the nearest neighbors�, but applying those to
analyze the stability of only the same O�5� input structures.
For Au-Pd, such an investigation has been conducted by Mo-
hri et al.,46 with Au3Pd L12, AuPd L10, and AuPd3 L12 as-
sumed to be the ground states.

Theoretical studies employing the generalized perturba-
tion method or the embedded-cluster method together with
coherent potential approximation47–49 can estimate interac-
tions beyond the nearest neighbors. Those interactions could,
in principle, be used to examine the energies of many other
candidates. In practice, however, the library of tested struc-

FIG. 1. Schematic of several L12-based long-period superstruc-
tures �LPS’s�. Generally, an LPS �a� can be constructed from an L12

unit �b� by modulating it with a square wave. An antiphase bound-
ary is introduced whenever the modulation function changes sign,
and the structure is denoted by specifying the length of nonan-
tiphased domains in the unit cell. The LPS shown in panel �a� has
modulation wavelength M = 3

2 �in units of the fcc lattice parameter�
and fundamental reciprocal-space wave vector k=�1 1

2M 0�=�1 1
30�.

Some common alloy ground states are, in fact, LPS’s, including �b�
L12 itself �M =��, �c� D022 �M =1�, and �d� D023 �M =2�.

FIG. 2. The energetic order of
L12, D022, and D023, at composi-
tions A3B and AB3, as given by
the LDA calculations for �a�
Au-Pd and �b� Cu-Pd. The thick
horizontal lines indicate the for-
mation enthalpies of individual
compounds, and the dashed lines
indicate the average formation en-
thalpy of L12 and D022 structures,
��H�L12�+�H�D022�� /2. The
vertical arrows indicate the actual
difference � between �H�D023�
and the average ��H�L12�
+�H�D022�� /2. To properly ac-
count for this difference, CE
needs to include interactions
reaching to at least the eighth co-
ordination shell.
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tures is again often limited to O�10� structures �see, e.g.,
Refs. 50–52�. For example, for the case of Au-Pd, Wein-
berger et al.50 calculated pair interactions up to the fifth near-
est neighbor, but used only the shortest two to select the most
stable among those eight structures described by an exactly
solvable model.8 Still, that analysis yielded results different
from the simple Connolly-Williams study, suggesting that
Au3Pd would order into D022, not L12.

A somewhat larger library of structures is considered by
the “data mining” technique employed in Refs. 15 and 53. In
this approach, correlations are sought among the calculated
total energies for O�200� structures of O�100� A-B systems,
so that one could guess by doing fewer than 200 calculations
what is the likely structure of a new system A�-B� not in the
database. On this basis, Curtarolo et al.15 predicted that �i�
Au3Pd would order into D023 �which they find to be lower in
energy than both D022 and L12� and that AuPd would order
into the CH structure �the former conclusion contradicts the
suggestions of Ref. 50, while the latter is consistent with
them�, that �ii� Au0.75Pd0.25 might not order but rather phase
separate at low temperatures into AuPd CH and fcc Pd, and
that �iii� Au0.67Pd0.33 would order into the C37 structure,
which is a non-fcc structure.

The disagreement between the earlier theoretical studies
of Au-Pd demonstrates that one cannot guess at the outset a
set of select structures from which ground states can be se-
lected. Instead, one should investigate a reasonably large
portion of the structural phase space. If only the few simplest
interactions �e.g., only the nearest and next-nearest pair in-
teractions� were sufficient to describe the alloy energetics,
one could use analytic methods8,54–59 to investigate the full
fcc phase space. Unfortunately, the complexity of interac-
tions in realistic alloys may greatly exceed the capabilities of
those analytic methods. This is particularly so for Au-Pd sys-
tem, in which the LPS energetics requires the presence of
long-ranged many-body interactions �see Sec. IV�.

The implications of this complexity for a first-principles
study are twofold. First, we need efficient methods to distill
the important interactions, given that LDA formation ener-
gies can be calculated only for a subset of all possible con-
figurations. Second, given those interactions, we need to ex-
plicitly search over a large a portion of the phase space to
identify the ground-state structures. �In fact, we rigorously60

find all the ground states with up to a given number N of
atoms per cell, predicted by a particular set of interatomic
interactions.�

In the present work, we study Au-Pd using the mixed
basis cluster expansion �MBCE� method6,61 in which we map
a set of LDA total energies of Ns structures �O�50�� onto a
generalized Ising Hamiltonian whose pair and many-body
interactions are selected solely based on the ability to accu-
rately predict LDA total energies of structures not included
in the input set. The selection of the many-body terms is
done via a genetic algorithm.62 Our procedure iteratively
solves two problems: �a� given the LDA formation energies
for a fixed set of structures, it finds the pair and many-body
cluster interactions best able to predict the formation ener-
gies of new structures, and �b� given such pair and many-
body interactions, it augments the LDA set of “input struc-
tures” by identifying additional structures that carry most

information not yet included in the “input.” Our method pro-
vides controlled high accuracy �approaching the accuracy of
the LDA�, accounting fully for atomic relaxation effects, and
allowing one to scan O�106� structures in a search for the
true ground states. Our approach also results in a cluster
expansion that can be used to predict finite-temperature
quantities such as order-disorder transitions Tord and short-
range order at T�Tord. However, our study is limited by the
assumption of the exclusion of non-fcc structures. We will
justify this assumption ex post facto by calculating via the
LDA the energies of the non-fcc structures suggested as can-
didate stable structures in data mining calculations15 and
comparing them to the LDA energies of the fcc ground-state
structures identified in our study.

The main findings for the Au-Pd system are �i� all the
ground states of Au-Pd are fcc structures; �ii� the predicted
low-T ordered states of bulk Au-Pd are different from those
observed in thin films; specifically, the predicted ordered
states of bulk Au3Pd and AuPd are D023 and CH, respec-
tively, whose energies are found to be lower than the �bulk�
energies of the structures seen in thin films �L12 and L10,
respectively� by almost 10 meV per atom; �iii� AuPd3 L12 is
stable and does not phase separate; �iv� at compositions
around x�1/4, several one- and two-dimensional long-
period superstructures are stable at low T; �v� there are a
number of completely unsuspected ground states �including
the structure Au7Pd5 with the lowest formation enthalpy�, all
of which could not be predicted by other theoretical meth-
ods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
describe our methodology, beginning with the general formu-
lation of the cluster expansion formalism and then describing
the two loops of the iterative procedure that we use to con-
struct a highly accurate cluster expansion. In Sec. III we
discuss the calculation of the input formation enthalpy
�HLDA values, and in Sec. IV we discuss the consequences
of the observed LDA hierarchy of LPS for the range of in-
teractions needed to describe Au-Pd. Section V illustrates
how the procedures set forth in previous sections are imple-
mented in the case of Au-Pd. We demonstrate the accurate
predictive power of the resulting cluster expansion in Sec.
VI. Finally, in Sec. VII we analyze the ordered states at T
=0 predicted by our final cluster expansion.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. General formulation of the cluster expansion

A configuration � is defined as an occupation pattern of
the i=1, . . . ,N fcc lattice sites by Au or Pd. We assign a
pseudospin variable Si=−1 to the site i if that site is occupied
by Au and Si= +1 if it is occupied by Pd. We wish to predict
from first principles the T=0 stable structures in the Au-Pd
system by scanning a much larger library of possible struc-
tures �in practice, �1 500 000� than is practical to calculate
explicitly via the LDA. Since it is tedious to calculate more
than, say, �100 total energies, we aim at finding a cluster
expansion63 �HCE��� able to predict the directly calculated
formation enthalpy
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�HLDA��� � Etot��,V�,	Rrelaxed
� − �1 − x��Etot�Au,VAu�

− x�Etot�Pd,VPd� �1�

with the accuracy of a few meV. Here, x� is the Pd compo-
sition, and V�, VAu, and VPd are the equilibrium molar vol-
umes of the structure � and the pure elements, respectively.
The relaxation 	Rrelaxed
 involves both minimization of
Etot��� with respect to unit cell vectors �“cell external”61 pa-
rameters yielding V�� and with respect to atomic positions
within the cell �“cell internal”61 parameters�.

For compounds made of lattice-mismatched constituents
�say, VA�VB�, a piece of �H��� originates from strain. For
example, if � is an AnBm-layered structure made of n layers

of A and m layers of B along direction Ĝ, there is a “con-

stituent strain” energy ECS�Ĝ� corresponding to compressing

material A in the Ĝ plane and expanding material B in the Ĝ
plane �thereby achieving a common in-plane lattice param-
eter a�

eq for A and B layers�. Expansion of this energy in pair
interactions requires long-range interactions, and thus the
constituent strain energy ECS��� is subtracted from

�HLDA���,61 so we expand only the difference �H̃LDA

=�HLDA−ECS���. To find ECS��� for a general configuration
�, we first use ab initio data to find the epitaxial strain ener-

gies �E�
epi�Ĝ ,a�

eq��E��a��−E�
epi�Ĝ ,a�

eq� of pure periodic ele-

ment � ��=A or B� deformed along direction Ĝ in such a way
that the in-plane lattice constant is given by a�

eq. �The appro-
priate composition-dependent a�

eq is in turn determined self-

consistently from �EA
epi�Ĝ ,a�, as discussed in Ref. 64.� We

then define

ECS��� = �
G�0

��1 − x��EA
epi�Ĝ,a�

eq� + x�EB
epi�Ĝ,a�

eq��

��S�G,���2F�G� , �2�

where S�G ,��=1/N�iSi���eiG·Ri and we use the attenuated
constituent strain65 with F�G�=exp�−��G� /kc�2� �where kc

=2� /a�.
We expand the relative formation enthalpy �HLDA

−ECS��� of an arbitrary binary structure as

�H̃CE��� = J0 + �
i

JiSi��� + �
j	i

JijSi���Sj���

+ �
k	j	i

JijkSi���Sj���Sk��� + ¯ , �3�

where J0 , 	Ji
 , 	Jij
 , . . . are the coefficients that need to be
determined. Introducing inequivalent “many-body interac-
tion types” �MBIT’s�—i.e., various combinations of three,
four, etc., points on the underlying fcc lattice, we can define
space-averaged pseudospin product corresponding to a given
MBIT f in configuration �:


̄ f��� =
1

NDf
�

�i1,i2,. . .,im��f

Si1
���Si2

��� ¯ Sim
��� , �4�

where the sum runs over the NDf instances of the MBIT f .60

Then Eq. �3� can be rewritten as

�H̃CE��� = J0 + �2x − 1�J1 + �
pairs

npairs

DpairJpair
̄pair���

+ �
f

NMB

DfJf
̄ f��� , �5�

where again J0, J1, 	Jij
, and 	Jf
 are coefficients that need to
be determined. While the number of terms needed to make
the mapping of Eq. �5� exact is 2N �thus, both the determi-
nation of J’s and calculation of �HLDA��� for all 2N struc-
tures � are difficult�, in practice some interactions are more
important than others, and a truncated series may still give a
good approximation to �HLDA���. We thus need to select
which pairs and which MBIT’s are to be kept in the truncated
expansion. This should be done in such a way that the result-
ing cluster expansion has real predictive power, besides sim-
ply fitting well the input �HLDA’s.

B. Flowchart of the cluster expansion procedure

Our strategy to identify the most important terms in Eq.
�5� consists of two “loops,” as visualized in Fig. 3. The goal
of the inner loop is to identify, for a fixed set of Ns input
structures, the set of pairs and many-body interactions with
the best ability to predict structures which were not included
in the fit. The “outer loop” iteratively adds new ground-state
candidate structures predicted by the cluster interactions
found in the inner loop. The “outer loop” thus acts as a
feedback loop against spurious ground-state predictions from
the inner loop and/or artifact interactions found on the basis
of too few input structures. We next explain the two loops in
more detail.

C. Inner loop and cross-validation

At each outer loop iteration i we provide the inner loop
with an input set of Ns

�i� structures �see Fig. 3�. To calculate
the predictive power of different truncated cluster expansions
�“CE candidates”� for this input set, we break �Fig. 3� the set
of Ns

�i� structures into two subsets: the set used to fit 	J

�“fitting set”� made of Nf

�i� structures and a nonoverlapping
set of Nv

�i�=Ns
�i�−Nf

�i� structures reserved for testing predic-
tions �“prediction set”�. By subdividing the input set into the
prediction set and fitting the set in different ways we create
b�i� prediction sets. We will generate a few cluster expansions
for each outer-loop iteration i. The quality of the �th CE
�CE�� is obtained by comparing its predictions to the directly
calculated LDA energies of the Nv

�i� structures left out during
fitting and averaging the errors over all b�i� prediction sets.
This gives the “leave-many-out cross-validation” �CV�
score:

SCV
i �CE�� =

1

b�i�Nv
�i� �

b�i�sets

�
�=1

Nv
�i�

��H̃CE
�i,����� − �H̃LDA����2.

�6�

We set Nv
�i� to roughly a third of the total input size Ns

�i�.
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While it is numerically prohibitive to use all � Nv
�i�

Ns
�i� � possible

prediction sets, we can choose the prediction sets and the
value of b�i� in such a way that each structure enters at least
two prediction sets. The choice of the prediction sets is kept
constant throughout the given outer loop iteration. For a dis-
cussion of the advantages of leave-many-out CV over alter-
native schemes the reader is referred to Refs. 66 and 67.

In the inner loop, one needs to select which pairs and
which MBIT’s best represent 	�HLDA���
. It is convenient to
treat separately pairs and MBIT’s. The pair coefficients Jij
are determined using the “t-�” constrained fit,61 which al-
lows us to keep, in principle, an infinite number of pair
terms.61 For that, we rewrite the sum over pairs, Eq. �5�, as

�
pairs

npairs

DijJij
̄pair��� = �
k

J�k��S�k,���2, �7�

where the sum is over a finite number of reciprocal-space k
vectors in the Brillouin zone for which S�k ,�� is nonzero.
The pair coefficients are then the values determined by mini-
mizing

sMBCE = �
��pred.set

��H̃LDA��� − �H̃CE����2 + tM , �8�

where

FIG. 3. Flowchart of the iterative procedure that we use to establish our cluster expansion.
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M =
1


�
k

J�k��− �k
2��/2J�k� = �

ij

npairs

Rij
�DijJij

2 �9�

and the sum in Eq. �8� runs over the structures not belonging
to the prediction set. Here t is a Lagrangian multiplier and 
a normalization factor. The role of the additional term tM is
to enforce the spatial decay of Jij with the pair distance Rij,
allowing only those pair interactions that improve the fit. We
asses different values of t, �, and npairs by means of CV score
and find the optimal 	t ,� ,npairs
 values for each given com-
bination of MBIT’s.

We determine the many-body interactions in the inner
loop by using a genetic algorithm �GA�.62 To do so we con-
struct a large pool of all MBIT types up to a given order.68–70

This pool includes over 100 MBIT’s—i.e., many more than
we will need �we will end up using only 7 MBIT’s in our
final CE�. Then we impose a restriction that no more than
NMB MBIT’s may be nonzero in the final CE fit. The opti-
mum combination of the nonzero MBIT interactions is then
found by the GA, using the procedure established in Ref. 62.
In that procedure, a “population” consisting of Npop CE “in-
dividuals” is evolved over a number of “generations,” with
“mating,” “mutation,” and “adjustment” steps �as described
in Ref. 62� performed at each generation to replace the
�1−rs�Npop “least-fit” CE individuals �those having the high-
est SCV� by new, possibly better individuals. The GA perfor-
mance has been found not to depend strongly on the popu-
lation size Npop and on the “survival rate” rs, but to be
sensitive to the “mutation rate” and to the use of “lock-out”
strategy which brings the GA out of deep local minima in the
search space.62 We use the GA parameters established in Ref.
62, including the average “mutation rate” of two mutations
per new individual and “lock-out” after �100 locked-in gen-
erations.

There is a certain risk of CV overoptimization66,67,71—that
is, of finding combinations of MBIT’s which happen to have
a low CV score only because the amount of LDA data used
for CV was limited. Overoptimized CE candidates are elimi-
nated in the outer loop, where we analyze the predictions of
several CE candidates to minimize the influence of possible
CV overoptimization. At each iteration i, we determine the
number NMB

opt of MBIT’s sufficient to achieve a low CV score
and select several best CE candidates with �NMB

opt −2�¯NMB
opt

MBIT’s. We then analyze the predicted energetics and, par-
ticularly, the predicted ground states of those candidates.
This allows us to first consider typical �frequent� ground-
state predictions.72 Furthermore, we minimize the probability
of CV overoptimization by restricting the number NMB of
MBIT’s by the value NMB

opt that provides low, but not neces-
sarily minimal, CV scores. This ensures the “redundancy” of
the input data used for fitting, resulting in more reliable
predictions. Nonetheless, a slight bias from a finite CV score
can never be excluded. This is precisely why we need the
outer loop: if we ever by accident find an artifact result
from a badly chosen inner-loop iteration, the outer loop will
catch it.

D. Outer loop and the ground-state search

We are now in a position to test how well the predictive
accuracy of our cluster expansion extends to the structures

outside the set of Ns
�i� input structures. In particular, we want

to ensure that the ground states predicted by the cluster ex-
pansion are all in agreement with the LDA. This is done in
the outer loop, which adds the structures to the input set and
examines the predictivity as the set of input structures is
varied. We view the outer loop of CE as an engine that helps
us navigate in the space of structures, directing us to those
that merit LDA calculations. Our “input set” thus eventually
includes all the ground-state structures; in addition, it in-
cludes other structures needed to give the CE a prediction
ability over the entire structural phase space, including the
structures with energies much higher than energies of the
ground states. Note that the role of the outer loop is only to
vary the set of the input structures; the interactions of Eq. �5�
are all found in the inner loop.

At the end of a given inner-loop iteration, we have se-
lected several CE candidates constructed from a given set of
input structures. To decide which new structures now need to
be tested in the LDA for the next iteration of the outer loop,
we perform a ground-state search for each of the selected CE
candidates by calculating �HCE��� for all possible structures
� up to N=20 atoms per unit cell. This is done in two steps:
First, at each concentration x �among the finite number of
concentrations possible in such finite-size structures�, we
find the structure �x with the lowest �HCE��x�. Not all such
structures are yet ground states, for some may be unstable
with respect to disproportionation into structures �x� and �x�
at some other concentrations x� and x� �Fig. 4�. Second, we
build a convex hull8 consisting of only those structures �x
that lie below the “tie-line” connecting any other two struc-
tures. This convex hull forms our predicted ground-state line,
from which we select new input structures for the next outer-
loop iteration. Since such a “direct enumeration”16 approach
evaluates all possible structures up to N atoms per cell, it can
be realistically done only for N�20 atoms ��106 structures�
even if we use a simple expression like �HCE of Eq. �5�. For
practicality reasons, we further restrict the search during the
first few outer-loop iterations by searching only up to N
=16 atoms per cell.

FIG. 4. Schematic illustration of convex hull construction dur-
ing a ground-state search. In order to be stable with respect to
disproportionation into structures at concentrations x� and x�, a
ground-state structure �x at concentration x must lie below the “tie-
line” connecting �x� and �x�.
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Our criteria for selecting the structures to serve as new
inputs at the next outer-loop iteration are based on the fre-
quency of occurrence of a given structure in predictions of
different CE’s and on the predicted energetic depth of the
ground-state structure. We define the depth � j

� of a ground
state j �at concentration xj� with respect to the tie-line of the
neighboring ground states j−1 and j+1 of the same CE can-
didate CE�:

� j
� = �HCE,j −  �xj − xj−1�

xj+1 − xj−1
�HCE,j+1 +

�xj+1 − xj�
xj+1 − xj−1

�HCE,j−1� .

�10�

We use � j
� as a measure of importance of a ground-state

prediction for a given CE�.
We use the following criteria to select the structures to be

calculated ab initio and added to the input of the next outer
loop iteration: �i� deep frequent predictions, �ii� deep infre-
quent predictions if the structure is not very large, �iii� shal-
low frequent predictions if the structure is not very large, and
�iv� untested predictions that persist through several itera-
tions. Here, “deep” predictions are those with � j 	−1 meV,
“frequent” predictions are those predicted by more than 30%
of CE candidates, and the “very large” structures are those
that have more than eight atoms per primitive cell. The rea-
sons for adopting such criteria are that we want to capture
deep ground states early in the outer-loop iterations �besides,
we tend to trust the LDA for deep-energy predictions more
than for shallow-energy predictions� and that, if many CE
candidates point to the same structure as a ground state, we
want to keep such a structure for further outer-loop tests.

Last, in the final few iterations, we add �HLDA values for
structures whose predicted �HCE are very different for dif-
ferent CE candidates, even if those structures are not close to
the ground-state line. This helps to ensure that a final CE fit
has good predictive power for any arbitrary structure.

The outer loop of the iterative CE search �Fig. 3� is ter-
minated if all of the following conditions are met: �a� there
are no new deep ground state predictions, �b� the predictions
of different CE candidates for all structures up to 20 atoms
per cell do not differ drastically �no more than by a few times
the CV score�, and �c� once we calculate the LDA values for
some new structures �remaining shallow ground-state predic-
tions or structures for which �HCE differ most for different
CE’s�, they reasonably agree with the predicted �HCE range.
When all these criteria are satisfied, we select as the final CE
that one that gives the best description of the low-energy
structures calculated in the LDA and use it for a final ground-
state search.

III. CALCULATING �HLDA„�… FOR INPUT STRUCTURES

We calculated the �HLDA values using the local-density
approximation73 to the density-functional theory.74 We utilize
ultrasoft pseudopotentials75 and the plane wave basis set as
implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package
�VASP�.76,77 For a few key compounds, we have also com-
pared the pseudopotential VASP calculations to full-potential
all-electron LAPW results obtained with the WIEN2K

package.78 The differences in pseudopotential and LAPW re-
sults for the lattice parameters and for the bulk moduli was
correspondingly 0.4% and 5% in both elemental Au and el-
emental Pd �as determined by fitting to the Murnaghan equa-
tion of state79�, and the differences in formation enthalpies
for compounds �L10, CH, Au3Pd, and AuPd3 L12� was less
than 1.5 meV/atom.80

The LDA inputs �HLDA to the first outer-loop iteration are
listed in Table I. We begin with the formation enthalpies of
28 structures, which are not necessarily low-energy struc-
tures. This set is obtained by taking simple superlattices in
major directions, to which we add some common ordered fcc
structures. Table II lists the �HLDA values of all additional
structures forced upon us by the predictions of subsequent
iterations of the outer loop of Fig. 3. Table II also lists the
predicted �HCE values that caused the structure to be in-
cluded into the input set and �HCE given by the “final” CE
selected in the last outer-loop iteration. These data are also
presented graphically in Fig. 5, with the inputs of different
iterations shown in different colors.

TABLE I. LDA formation enthalpies �HLDA �in meV� of
Au1−xPdx compounds used as the input to the first iteration of the
outer-cluster expansion loop. Also shown the fitted �HCE of the
final CE.

x Structure Description �HLDA Final �HCE

0 A1 fcc Au 0.0 0.7

1/8 D7a −40.5 −38.9

1/4 Z1 �100� A3B SL −59.3 −57.9

W1 �311� A3B SL −65.7 −66.8

Y1 �110� or �301� A3B SL −69.0 −68.7

L12 not a SL −75.1 −74.3

D022 �201� A3B SL −80.5 −81.9

D023 �401� A5BAB SL −83.3 −82.0

1/3 1 �111� A2B SL −54.8 −54.8

�1 �100� or �301� A2B SL −77.1 −78.4

�1 �110� or �201� A2B SL −87.8 −88.0

1/2 Z2 �100� A2B2 SL −48.1 −48.6

L11 �111� AB SL −62.9 −63.2

Y2 �110� A2B2 SL −66.8 −66.4

W2 �201� A2B2 SL −75.6 −74.8

L10 �100� or �201� AB SL −82.0 −84.3

CH �201� A2B2 SL −92.6 −90.0

2/3 2 �111� AB2 SL −28.4 −28.3

�2 �100� AB2 SL −46.1 −44.6

�2 �110� AB2 SL −53.0 −53.4

3/4 Z3 �100� AB3 SL −32.1 −32.3

Y3 �110� AB3 SL −36.0 −35.9

W3 �311� AB3 SL −36.2 −36.1

D023 �401� AB5AB SL −49.0 −47.8

D022 �201� AB3 SL −49.7 −49.9

L12 not a SL −52.2 −51.7

7/8 D7b −19.1 −18.6

1 A1 fcc Pd 0.0 0.0
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IV. TYPE AND RANGE OF INTERACTIONS REQUIRED
FOR DESCRIBING LPS

For the Au-Pd system, an accurate description of the fam-
ily of L12-based LPS’s is very desirable, since we
predict that the ground states of both Au3Pd �D023� and

AuPd3 �L12� belong to this family. In Table III, we present


̄ f��� ��=L12, D022, D023� for the first 12 pairs and for the
2 smallest three-body and the smallest four-body MBIT’s.
This table demonstrates two general relationships �also
obeyed by the MBIT’s beyond those included in the table�:

TABLE II. LDA formation enthalpies �HLDA �in meV� of Au1−xPdx compounds added to the set of the
input structures over the iterations of the outer CE loop. Also shown are the range of predicted �HCE at the
step that caused the structure to be included into the input set and the fitted �HCE of the final CE.

x Structure Description Predicted �HCE �HLDA Final �HCE

Step 2

1/9 A8B �301� A8B SL −45.1¯−38.5 −39.4 −38.6

1/6 A5B �301� A5B SL −59.5¯−55.9 −57.4 −57.3

1/5 A4B �201� or �301� A4B SL −71.3¯−67.9 −67.3 −67.3

5/12 A7B5 �302� A2B2A3B2A2B SL −91.3¯−89.1 −93.7 −93.7

Step 3

1/5 A12B3 �301� A5BABA6B SL −71.0¯−67.9 −67.5 −68.5

4/15 A11B4 �401� A5BABA4BAB SL −86.6¯−84.9 −85.4 −85.7

�2D LPS, see Fig. 14�
2/5 A9B6 �401� A4B4A4BAB SL −92.9¯−91.6 −93.6 −89.5

2/3 A4B8 �302� B5A2B3A2 SL −69.0¯−63.2 −58.7 −62.4

A2B4 �301� A2B4 SL −68.6¯−66.4 −59.1 −58.4

Step 4

2/11 A9B2 �301� A5BA4B SL −64.9¯−62.3 −62.5 −63.9

1/3 A10B5 �401� A4BABA2BA2BAB SL −91.9¯−87.8 −87.8 −87.9

A8B4 �No. 4905� �302� A5B2A3B2 SL −95.7¯−85.4 −91.1 −88.2

2/5 A3B2 �110� A2BAB SL −94.0¯−86.7 −89.4 −89.8

5/8 A3B5 �401� B4A2BA SL −75.6¯−68.2 −64.1 −66.6

2/3 A4B8 �601� B6ABA2BA SL −68.2¯−61.6 −60.7 −59.7

Step 5

1/6 A10B2 �not a SL� −62.2¯−54.2 −55.3 −55.3

1/5 A8B2 �not a SL� −71.5¯−66.5 −66.5 −67.4

1/3 A8B4 �No. 4557� A3BA2BA3B2 �201� SL −91.2¯−88.8 −91.1 −90.4

7/12 A5B7 �302� B2A2B3A2B2A SL −94.4¯−91.9 −74.8 −77.2

Step 6

1/9 A18B2 �not a SL� −37.9¯−34.8 −34.4 −35.0

2/17 A15B2 �401� A14BAB SL −43.0¯−41.4 −41.0 −41.3

4/17 A13B4 �401� A6BABA5BAB −81.5¯−78.9 −79.9 −80.4

�2D LPS, see Fig. 14�
1/2 A3B3 �No. 55� �111� A3B3 SL −41.3¯−7.4 −11.6 −11.7

Step 7

1/11 A10B �301� A10B1 SL −32.7¯−31.7 −31.4 −32.2

2/13 A11B2 �301� A6BA5B SL −54.7¯−53.2 −53.3 −54.6
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�a� The pair and generally even-body MBIT’s have iden-

tical 
̄’s for the structures obtained by the interchange of A
and B species �e.g., for A3B and AB3 L12�. Thus, three- and
generally odd-body MBIT’s are needed to obtain an ener-
getic order that is different for A3B and AB3 compounds.

�b� For all the MBIT’s limited to the first seven nearest-

neighbor shells, 
̄’s for L12, D022, and D023 are related by


̄ f�D023� = �
̄ f�L12� + 
̄ f�D022��/2. �11�

To understand the consequences of �a� and �b�, consider
the following four “levels” of cluster expansions, depending
on the type of MBIT’s used. Our point is that reproducing
the LPS energetics of Au-Pd requires the highest �No. 4�
level of theory.

Level 1. CE’s that use only pair interactions �plus the
usual J0 and J1 terms� and do not use pairs beyond the sev-
enth nearest-neighbor shell. In those CE’s, the energy of
�H�D023� will be exactly the average of �H�D022� and
�H�L12�. Therefore, only two hierarchies of energies are
possible, either L12	D023	D022 or D022	D023	L12, and
the separation between the three energies will be identical for
A3B and AB3 compounds. This conflicts with the LDA �Fig.
2�a��.

Level 2. CE’s that use only pair interactions but include
pairs of arbitrary length. Including larger pairs allows one to
reproduce any conceivable order of L12, D022, and D023.
However, this order and the separation between the three
structures will be same for A3B and AB3 compounds. This
conflicts with the LDA �Fig. 2�a��.

Level 3. Now let us add many-body MBIT’s, but only
those restricted to the seventh nearest-neighbor shell. This
changes the difference �H�D022�−�H�L12� independently
in A3B and AB3 compounds. However, the large pair interac-
tions of level 2 will remain the only terms contributing to the
differences between �H�D023� and the average ��H�D022�
+�H�L12�� /2, the quantity visualized as � in Fig. 2. There-
fore, ��A3B� and ��AB3� must be identical. It follows that a
level-3 cluster expansion has enough degrees of freedom to
correctly reproduce the ground states at both A3B and AB3
compositions; however, it can not always correctly reproduce
the hierarchy of the L12-based superstructures. For example,
if at AB3 composition D023 is a ground state, then at A3B
composition D023 cannot be above both L12 and D022, since
�=�H�D023�− ��H�D022�+�H�L12�� /2 needs to be nega-
tive. On the contrary, LDA data for Au-Pd �Fig. 2�a�� show
that D023 is the lowest-energy structure at AuPd3, yet at
Au3Pd composition D023 is above both L12 and D022.

Level 4. Finally, CE’s that utilize both pair and many-
body MBIT’s including at least the eighth nearest-neighbor
shell can simultaneously reproduce an arbitrary energetic or-
der of L12, D022, and D023 in both A- and B-rich compounds.
This agrees with the LDA.

FIG. 5. �Color online� The LDA input set for all iterations
i� IT. The original inputs and corresponding convex hull of the first
outer-loop iteration IT=1 are represented by the black dots and
dashed line; the LDA inputs added at later iterations are represented
by colored dots. The solid line shows the final LDA convex hull.

TABLE III. Structure-averaged spin products 
̄ f��� given by Eq. �4� of the L12, D022, and D023 structures for the first 12 pairs and the
3 smallest many-body MBIT’s. The interatomic separation vectors in pairs 9 and 10 �with identical distance� are �3,3,0� and �4,1,1�,
correspondingly. 
̄ f’s that conflict the sum rule of Eq. �11� are highlighted in bold.

Compound


̄�pairs� 
̄�triangles�

̄�tetrahedra�

First NN1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 First NN Second NN

L12 A3B 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1/2 −1/2 −1

D022 A3B 0 2/3 1/3 1/3 0 0 1/3 1 0 0 2/3 1/3 1/2 −1/6 −1

D023 A3B 0 5/6 1/6 2/3 0 1/2 1/6 2/3 0 1/3 1/2 1/6 1/2 −1/3 −1

L12 AB3 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 −1/2 1/2 −1

D022 AB3 0 2/3 1/3 1/3 0 0 1/3 1 0 0 2/3 1/3 −1/2 1/6 −1

D023 AB3 0 5/6 1/6 2/3 0 1/2 1/6 2/3 0 1/3 1/2 1/6 −1/2 1/3 −1
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It is clear that a level-4 theory is needed for Au-Pd,
whereas, say, for Cu-Pd a level-3 theory suffices81 �cf. the
energetic order for Cu-Pd, Fig. 2�b��. In fact, a level-3 cluster
expansion has been successfully established for the Cu-Pd
system.82

Recognizing that an accurate description of LPS’s is a
major goal of our study, we observe the following complica-
tion: Since all the input structures contribute equally to CV
given by Eq. �6�, a level-3 CE may have a relatively low CV
score even if it makes large errors for the few important
LPS’s, but gives an excellent description of the many �less
important� other input structures. We will mandate a level-4
theory in the following way: �i� we will select MBIT’s �by
means of a genetic algorithm; see Sec. II� from a pool cor-
responding to level-4; �ii� we will exclude those MBIT com-
binations suggested by the GA that lead to only level-3 CE;
�iii� we will guide the GA to favor level-4 by assigning larger
fit weights to L12, D022, and D023, but only during the trial
fits performed by the GA for estimating CV of different
CE’s. Once the CE’s with low CV score have been identified
by the GA and the level-3 candidates have been excluded
according to �ii�, we will refit the numerical values of the
pair and many-body interactions, this time assigning same
weights to LPS’s as to all other structures. In this way we
ensure that each resulting CE is capable of reproducing the
LPS hierarchy, yet is not forced to do so by the fit weights.

To illustrate the distinction between the capabilities of a
level-3 and a level-4 theory in describing the LPS energetics
of Au-Pd, we will apply the procedures described in the pre-
vious paragraph beginning with the second iteration of the

outer loop of Fig. 3. In contrast, we will limit the cluster
expansions in the first iteration to level 3 by properly restrict-
ing pool of MBIT’s available to the GA.83 We will see that
for Au-Pd, a level-3 cluster expansion fails not only to fit the
L12/D022/D023 energetic order, but even to reproduce the
correct ground state; it then further fails to predict the exis-
tence of other L12-based ground states that are identified
using a level-4 cluster expansion.

V. CONVERGENCE OF THE CLUSTER EXPANSION

A. Inner loop: Identification of MBIT’s for Au-Pd

The selection of pair interactions and MBIT’s in the inner
loop is governed by the leave-many-out cross-validation
score SCV

i �CE�� �Eq. �6�� for a candidate CE� in iteration i.
We illustrate the calculation of the CV score in Fig. 6. Part
�a� shows the results for the best CE found in the first itera-
tion i=1 of the outer loop and �b� the results for the final CE
selected in the last iteration i=7 of the outer loop. The num-
bers b�i� of distinct subdivisions into fitting sets and predic-

FIG. 6. Calculation of the cross-validation prediction score
SCV

i ���. Panel �a� shows the best CE candidate � in iteration i=1;
panel �b� shows the final CE �i=7�. In each case, the prediction
score SCV �horizontal line� is the average of the prediction errors
�dots� for b�i� distinct subdivisions into fitting and prediction sets
�Eq. �6��.

FIG. 7. Selection of pair interactions by minimizing the predic-
tion score SCV for �a� best CE candidate in outer-loop iteration i
=1 and �b� final CE �outer-loop iteration i=7�.
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tion sets are b�1�=10 and b�7�=8. We see that the prediction
error constitutes no more than a few meV for the various
subdivisions of the input set into fit and prediction subsets.

We illustrate the selection of pair interactions via the t
−� criterion �Eq. �8�� in Fig. 7.84 The constrained fit of Eq.
�8� allows one to use a large number of pairs without over-
fitting; the first two plots in Fig. 7 illustrate how the predic-
tive power of the resulting cluster expansion depends on the
parameters that define those constraints. From the last plot in
Fig. 7 we see that in the first outer-loop iteration �i=1� SCV is
minimized when only npairs=7 pairs are used �t=6 and �=4�,
while npairs=13 pairs are needed in the last outer-loop itera-
tion �i=7�.

We illustrate the selection of MBIT’s in Figs. 8 and 9. In
Fig. 8 we show how the GA search proceeds for NMB=5
MBIT’s in iteration i=1 and for NMB=7 MBIT’s in iteration
i=7 �at each iteration i, we vary the allowed number NMB of
nonzero interactions and perform a separate GA run for each
NMB�. In general �since the amount of input data is limited�
there will be not one but several possible “families” of
MBIT’s which yield a low SCV—i.e., sets of good candidate
cluster expansions differing by very few MBIT’s within a
given set but by several MBIT’s from the cluster expansions
in different “families.” Such families correspond to local
minima in the GA search space. To find a different family,
we employ a “lock-out” mechanism;62 i.e., the GA is peri-
odically restarted after a low-SCV solution persists for too
long and said low-SCV is forbidden to recur ever again in the
remaining run. We see that already in the first outer-loop

iteration �i=1� the GA search finds a substantial number of
cluster expansions with low CV score �SCV	2.5 meV�. In
fact, in i=1 there are so many candidate cluster expansions
with low CV score that it takes more than 1000 iterations to
lock out the first local optimum. This indicates that the re-
stricted LDA input set can be equally well described by dif-
ferent cluster expansions in iteration i=1. Many of those
early cluster expansions lead to incorrect predictions for new
structures, but as those structures are added to the input set,
the CV score increases for those “incorrect” cluster expan-
sions, but not for those cluster expansions that in fact give
correct predictions. Accordingly, in the last iteration i=7 the
GA rapidly finds the best cluster expansion in each of the
families differing by only few MBIT’s. We see that in i=7
different families have quite different CV scores, and the
best family is found only on the fourth attempt �in GA gen-
eration 1453�. The GA is run until the new locked-out indi-
viduals appear with consistently higher CV score than those
already known �typically �5000 generations�.

Figure 9 illustrates the selection of “optimal” NMB—i.e.,
the number at which SCV�NMB� levels out, thus providing
good predictions yet avoiding overoptimization. The CV
score first decreases as we increase the number NMB of
MBIT’s, and then flattens out at what we identify as the
“optimal” value NMB

opt . For the first iteration one can identify
NMB

opt =5, while in the last iteration NMB
opt =7. While occasional

CE candidates with NMB�NMB
opt have slightly lower CV

scores, they do not present substantial improvement, but
carry a higher risk of CV overoptimization. We thus consider
only CE candidates with N�NMB

opt .

FIG. 8. Genetic algorithm �GA� search of the optimal many-body interaction types �MBIT’s�. The search is repeated for different values
of maximum number NMB of MBIT’s; shown are examples for �a� NMB=5 in iteration i=1 of the outer loop and �b� NMB=7 in iteration i
=7. In each generation, there are a number of trial cluster expansions �CE’s� with different CV prediction scores �gray dots�. As new trial
CE’s are produced via mating and mutations, the CEs with high CV score “die out.” The black dots denote the best CE at each generation;
when its prediction score stops improving, the best CE is “locked out” and a new population is generated �e.g., at generations 1080, 1217,
and 1347 in panel �a��. For visual clarity, only first 1500 GA generations are shown, although the GA is run until the new “locked-out”
individuals appear with consistently higher CV score than those already known �typically �5000 generations�.
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B. Outer loop: Selection of structures for constructing the CE

1. Ground-state search at different outer-loop iterations

In Fig. 10 we illustrate the ground-state searches carried
out for the best CE candidates of the first and last iterations
of the outer loop �i=1 and i=7�. The dots denote the energies
of all possible structures with up to 16 �i=1� or up to 20 �i
=7� atoms per unit cell, while the lines indicate the convex
hull that bounds those energies from below. The breaking

points of this convex hull are indicated by arrows; as we saw
in Fig. 4, each such a breaking point is a predicted ground
state.

We repeat the ground-state search for the other selected
CE candidates �cf. Fig. 9�. For iteration i=1, the predictions
of all the selected CE candidates are summarized in Table
IV. Since different CE candidates may predict different
ground states, we list the fraction of the selected CE’s which
support a particular ground-state prediction. Nine structures

TABLE IV. First iteration: the ground-state predictions of the ten CE’s analyzed in the first iteration of the outer loop, compared to the
LDA data. For each structure � we indicate how many CE candidates predict that � is a ground state, the lowest predicted depth ���� �see
Eq. �10��, and the range of �HCE��� given by different CE candidates. Ground-state predictions satisfying our criteria �i�–�iv� of Sec. II D
are highlighted in bold. In the last two columns, “n/a” means that no LDA calculations were performed for the indicated structure, while “�”
indicates that the structure has ����=0 in the LDA. Note that while all the CE candidates have a low CV score, their ground-state predictions
are not very consistent, indicating that further iterations of the outer CE loop �cf. Fig. 3� are needed.

Structure CE predictions LDA data

x Name Description How often
Lowest depth

�meV�
�HCE range

�meV�
�HLDA

�meV�
Convex hull

breaking point?

0.1111 A8B �301� A8B SL 100% 5.5 −45.1¯−38.5 −39.4 �

0.1250 A14B2 �301� A6BA8B SL 40% 0.1 −49.1¯−43.1 n/a n/a

0.1667 A5B �301� A5B SL 30% 1.9 −59.5¯−55.9 −57.4 No

0.2000 A4B �301� A4B SL 80% 2.3 −71.3¯−67.9 −67.3 No

0.2500 D022 �201� A3B SL 100% 8.7 −83.5¯−81.9 −80.5 No

0.3333 �1 �201� A2B SL 90% 3.0 −89.0¯−87.9 −87.8 Yes

0.3750 	
 A10B6 A2B2A3BA3B2A2B �203� SL 30% 0.9 −90.5¯−89.2 n/a n/a

A10B6 Not a SL 50% 0.9 −90.6¯−89.3 n/a n/a

0.4167 A7B5 See Fig. 14 80% 1.5 −91.3¯−89.1 −93.7 Yes

0.4286 A4B3 �201� A2B2A2B SL 20% 0.6 −91.2¯−89.7 n/a n/a

0.5000 CH �201� A2B2 SL 100% 14.4 −91.8¯−89.1 −92.6 Yes

0.7500 	
 L12 AB3, not a SL 40% 6.3 −51.1¯−50.0 −52.2 Yes

D022 �201� AB3 SL 60% 5.3 −51.2¯−48.4 −49.7 No

FIG. 9. The prediction errors
of the CE candidates found by the
GA �a� in the first outer-loop itera-
tion i=1 and �b� in the last itera-
tion i=7 of the outer loop vs the
maximum number NMB of many-
body interaction types �MBIT’s�
that the GA was allowed to use.
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satisfy our “importance” criteria set forth in Sec. II �predic-
tions that are either “deep” or “frequent”�; those structures
are highlighted in bold and will be considered the predictions
of iteration i=1.

2. Illustrating the outer-loop history

We illustrate pictorially the outer-loop history and the
agreement �or disagreement� between the CE predictions and
the LDA energies for all outer-loop iterations in Fig. 11. In
that figure, each structure is represented by a square, with its
upper triangle representing the CE predictions and the lower
triangle the actual LDA data. If the structure is a ground-state
prediction in CE �or a breaking point in the LDA�, the
corresponding triangle is black; if the structure is not a
ground-state prediction �or a breaking point�, the correspond-
ing triangle is white. In cases when the LDA and CE results
are too close to call but formally disagree, the squares are
shaded as reflected in the figure’s legend. For visual clarity,
we do not distinguish the competing L12-based structures
�L12/D022/D023� in Fig. 11, but illustrate the CE success in
describing those structures in Table V.

It is interesting to observe how the selection of input
structures in outer-loop iterations produces different CE’s
and how the outer loop converges to a remarkably accurate
CE. The first column under the IT=1 heading in Fig. 11
compares the predictions of the first outer-loop iteration i
=1 �cf. Table IV� to the breaking points on the convex hull of
the LDA input of i=1. We see the following.

�i� CE predictions in agreement with LDA input. Two pre-
dicted ground-state structures Au2Pd�1 and Au2Pd2 CH were
already LDA breaking points.

�ii� CE predictions in conflict with LDA input. Besides the
L12-based structures whose subtle hierarchy was not repro-
duced correctly in IT=1 �cf. Table V�, all LDA breaking
points were predicted as ground states.

�iii� New ground-state predictions. The CE predicts four
new ground states that were not in the input. These are
Au8Pd ��301�A8BSL�, Au5Pd ��301�A5BSL�, Au4Pd
��301�A4BSL�, and Au7Pd5.

The second column under the IT=1 heading in Fig. 11
describes the result of the LDA test for the new predictions.

TABLE V. Percent of CE candidates correctly reproducing the lowest L12-based long-period superstructure and the correct hierarchy of
L12-based structures, at compositions Au3Pd and AuPd3, for different iterations of the outer loop.

Composition Percent of CE candidates reproducing:
N=28
IT=1

N=32
IT=2

N=37
IT=3

N=43
IT=4

N=47
IT=5

N=51
IT=6

N=53
IT=7

Au3Pd LDA-confirmed lowest-energy structure �D023� 0% 88% 92% 62% 64% 100% 100%

Au3Pd LDA L12/D022/D023 hierarchy 0% 88% 92% 62% 64% 100% 100%

AuPd3 LDA-confirmed lowest energy structure �L12� 40% 100% 100% 92% 79% 100% 100%

AuPd3 LDA L12/D022/D023 hierarchy 0% 37% 100% 85% 79% 100% 100%

FIG. 10. Results of a direct-enumeration ground-state search for the cluster expansion candidate with the lowest CV score in outer-loop
iterations �a� i=1 and �b� i=7 �final CE�. Arrows point to the major ground states.
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We see the following.
�i� CE predictions in agreement with the LDA test. The

LDA confirms the CE predictions for Au8Pd, Au5Pd, and
Au7Pd5.

�ii� CE predictions in conflict with the LDA test. The LDA
disagrees with the CE prediction of Au4Pd which is not con-
firmed to be a new ground state.

�iii� Structures removed from the LDA convex hull.85

When we calculated �HLDA for the structure Au7Pd5, we
found that it was so low that it removes the structure Au2Pd
��1� from the LDA convex hull.

3. Generic behaviors during outer-loop iterations

Looking at the results of all of the outer-loop iteration
history summarized in Fig. 11, we see that there are a num-
ber of possible generic evolution scenarios for a particular
structure over the outer-loop iteration history, as follows.

�a� A correct ground-state structure can be included into
the initial input set by chance �and thus be successfully pre-
dicted throughout all the iterations�, as happened, e.g., with
CH and AuPd3 L12.

�b� A structure that was a prominent breaking point of the
original LDA convex hull, and even one that was predicted

FIG. 11. Evolution of the ground-state predictions over the outer-loop iterations. Each structure is represented by a square, with the upper
part representing the CE predictions and the lower part representing the actual LDA data, as summarized in the legend.
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to be a deep ground state in the first outer-loop iteration, may
finally turn out not to be a ground state, as happens with �1.

�c� Before the outer-loop iterations have converged, the
CE and LDA can reach an apparent agreement at some point
�i=2 for �1� and then disagree for a few iterations �i=3,4�
before finally reaching consensus.

�d� A correct ground state may be first identified both
early �Au7Pd5� and late �Au11Pd2� in the outer-loop iteration
history.

From Fig. 11 we see that most of the ground states �black
squares in the IT=7 column� did not enter the initial input
set. This signifies the importance of an exhaustive ground-
state search, able to identify the ground-state structures that
would be otherwise unsuspected. On the other hand, a single
CE fit followed by an exhaustive ground-state search is in-
sufficient, as is evident from the many mistakes CE made in
early outer-loop iterations. Thus, several outer-loop iterations
are required to ensure the accuracy of the CE predictions.

To better understand how the CE predictions change dur-
ing the outer-loop iterations, consider Fig. 5. In that figure,
black dots denote �HLDA for the structures used in the initial
LDA input set, while color dots denote �HLDA for those
structures added during the iterations of the outer loop. First,
consider the Pd concentration range 1/2	x	3/4. We see
that �HLDA for all the color dots in this range lie substan-
tially above the convex hull ���5 meV�. However, each of
those structures was predicted to be a deep ���−5 meV�
ground state in one of the early iterations of the CE. Thus,
the initial LDA input set did not have sufficient data for the
CE to accurately describe this concentration range and
needed to be supplemented before the CE could make the
qualitatively correct predictions. Second, in the range 1/4
	x	1/2, the data in the initial LDA set were sufficient to
predict the prominent ground-state Au5Pd7 as early as in the
first iteration. Yet reproducing the details of the ground-state
line required additional input at later iterations, as evidenced
by the many ground-state predictions �color dots� lying well
above the convex hull in this region. Finally, in the range
0	x	1/4, all the added �HLDA lie on, or close to, the final
convex hull �and were predicted with an accuracy of a few
meV—cf. Table II�. Thus, the initial LDA input already al-
lowed quite an accurate quantitative description of this
range.86 We thus learn that the role of the outer loop may be
different for different physical regions �such as different x
ranges�. Even if CE appears very successful in describing
some region at the very first outer-loop iteration, complete
outer-loop convergence is essential to ensure the reliability
of the CE predictions.

4. Testing high-energy predictions

Before concluding that our CE has fully converged, we
also compared �HCE��� predicted by different CE candi-
dates for all �3 000 000 structures � up to 20 atoms per cell
�not just ground states�. When we first made this comparison
in i=5, we found that �HCE��� values predicted by different
CE candidates for the same structure � were usually but not
always close: in the worst case of Au3Pd3 �“No. 55”�, it
predicted that �HCE �No. 55� differed by over 30 meV �cf.
Table II�. This was because the �HLDA values added to inputs

before i=5 were intended to improve the cross-validation
and CE predictions for the low-energy structures �those near
the ground-state line�, but not necessarily for all high-energy
structures. In subsequent iterations i=6 and i=7, after having
added �HLDA �No. 55� to the inputs, the predictions of dif-
ferent CE candidates became always consistent, differing by
�4.2 meV for all structures. This indicates that the outer
loop has converged with respect to the high-energy as well as
the low-energy structures.

From i=7 column of Fig. 11, we see that out of 28 struc-
tures ever predicted as ground states over the outer loop it-
erations, the LDA and CE agree that 8 structures are indeed
ground states �black squares� and the LDA and CE agree that
16 other structures are not ground states �white squares�. The
final agreement between the CE and LDA is indicated by a
“�” sign in the last column of Fig. 11. For three structures
Au3Pd D023, Au8Pd, and Au9Pd6, the LDA and CE disagree
about the sign of the depth �, but numerically this disagree-
ment is small �less than 2 meV in both cases� as indicated by
“�” sign. In addition, over the iterations of the outer loop
too different Au8Pd4 structures �labeled in Fig. 11 as No.
4905 and No. 4557� were suggested as potential ground
states, and in fact the two structures turned out to be degen-
erate in the LDA. It turns out that a single cluster expansion
�limited to a reasonable number of terms� has difficulty as-
signing the same energy to those two structures. In IT=4 and
IT=5, both structures are predicted as ground states, how-
ever by different CE candidates suggested by the GA. As the
outer loop converges and the number of good CE candidates
is reduced, structure No. 4905 is no longer predicted as a
ground state. Yet it is still placed very close to the ground-
state line �within 2.2 meV for our final CE�, and this accept-
able level of error is indicated by a “�” sign in Fig. 11.
Overall, there is an excellent agreement between the LDA
convex hull and CE predictions �see Table VI�.

VI. PREDICTIVE ACCURACY OF THE FINAL CLUSTER
EXPANSION

We finally focus on the single best CE found in iteration
i=7. The MBIT’s selected by the GA for that CE are shown
in the lower part of Fig. 12�a�. In the upper part of Fig. 12�a�,
we show the numerical values of pair and many-body inter-
actions for that CE. In Fig. 12�b� we show the constituent
strain given by Eq. �2�. �Remember that the pair and many-

body interactions define only �H̃CE��HCE−ECS���, so that
the constituent term needs to be added back to obtain �HCE�.
The left panel of Fig. 12�b� shows the equilibrium energies
of infinite-period Au/Pd superlattices of given composition,
determined ab initio from the elastic properties of pure Au
and Pd. Constituent strain for other directions can be ob-
tained by interpolation of those values �at fixed composition�
with Kubic harmonics, as illustrated in the right panel of Fig.
12�b�. The energetic parameters of Fig. 12 constitute our best
available energetic description of Au-Pd, and we select it as
the final cluster expansion for our study.

The CV score corresponding to our final CE is 2.4 meV.
Frequently, the CV score is regarded as the ultimate measure
of the predictive ability.15,70 However, we saw above that an
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underconverged CE can make errors by far exceeding its CV
score. In fact, SCV only indicates how well CE predicts the
energies of the fixed set of 	�HLDA
, and the constructed CE
is optimized to yield a low CV score. Thus, to objectively
estimate the predictive power of our final CE, we have cal-
culated 37 new �HLDA��� that were never used during the
construction of CE and compared them to the predicted
�HCE���. The results of this comparison are shown in Fig.
13. We see that our final CE can make true predictions with
average accuracy of 2.8 meV.

VII. DISCUSSION OF GROUND-STATE ORDERED-
STRUCTURES IN Au1−xPdx

The ground states of AuPd predicted by our final CE �and
all confirmed by direct LDA calculation� are shown in Fig.
14. We will discuss the results in four distinct composition
ranges.

A. Pd-poor Au1−xPdx compounds, x	0.22: (301) “adaptive
structures”

In Pd-poor concentration range there are no deep ground
states; instead, we encounter “adaptive structures,”87—i.e., a
quasicontinuum of ordered structures sharing a common
simple structural motif and all lying on the ground-state line.
This shows that the energetics of the system allows for an
efficient adaptation to any given alloy composition. Previ-
ously, adaptive structures were found for Au-rich Cu-Au and
Pt-rich Ni-Pt.87 Examination of the adaptive structures in
Au-Pd shows that they all are formed by �301� planes of pure
Pd separated by several �301� planes of pure Au. The region
of Au-Pd adaptive structures is indicated by a thick line in
Fig. 14. Following Ref. 87, we can analyze this phenomenon
in terms of an interplay between the strain energy repre-
sented by the “constituent strain” ECS �Eq. �2� and Fig.
12�b�� and the “spin-flip energies”—i.e., the chemical ener-
gies obtained by subtracting ECS from �HLDA. In the case of
Au1−xPdx, Fig. 12�b� shows that the �001� ordering has the
least strain, especially in the Au-rich composition. At the
same time, the spin-flip energies are very attractive for the

opposite-type nearest-neighbor atoms �as evidenced by the
large positive value of the first pair interaction in Fig. 12�a��,
making planes with large number of nearest neighbors, such
as �001� planes, unfavorable for ordering. Ordering in �301�
or �401� leads to lower spin-flip energies while still resulting
in small constituent strain. The best compromise is obtained
by ordering in �301� planes.

B. Ground-state structures around Au3Pd composition: Long-
period superstructures

Around x=1/4, Fig. 14 shows three deep ground-state
structures Au13Pd4, D023 �Au6Pd2�, and Au11Pd4. As dis-
cussed in the Introduction and seen in Fig. 1�a�, D023 is a
well-known one-dimensional long-period superstructure that
can be obtained from L12 structure by introducing �100� an-
tiphase boundaries separated by M =2 lattice constants. It
turns out that the structures Au13Pd4 and Au11Pd4 also con-
sist of L12 domains, however separated by two orthogonal
sets of �401� defect planes, as can be seen in Fig. 14. Thus,
Au13Pd4 and Au11Pd4 can be characterized as two-
dimensional LPS’s.88 Note that in addition to serving as an-
tiphase boundaries, the defect planes in Au13Pd4 and Au11Pd4
introduce the necessary substitutions accounting for the sto-
ichiometric difference with the parent Au3Pd composition.
Thus, we predict that one- or two-dimensional LPS’s should
be stable at zero temperature at several Au-rich composi-
tions.

Regarding the stoichiometric Au3Pd composition, at
which ordering is most commonly anticipated, we note that
our predicted ground state D023 �also predicted in Ref. 15� is
different from the L12-ordered state observed at this compo-
sition in thin Au-Pd films.20 Experimentally, L12 has �001�-
type order, while D023 would be characterized by both �401�-
and �001�-ordering vectors. We thus conclude that ordering
tendencies in bulk Au-Pd are different from those reported
for thin films.

We finally note that some LPS’s observed experimentally
in various intermetallic alloys have exceptionally large cells
�with more than 20 atoms�. This is particularly characteristic
of two-dimensional LPS’s. Such structures are beyond the

TABLE VI. Last iteration: the ground-state predictions of the four CE candidates, compared to the LDA input data. Search up to 20 atoms
per unit cell. The data format is same as in Table IV.

Structure CE predictions LDA data

x Name Description How often
Lowest depth

�meV�
�HCE range

�meV�
�HLDA

�meV�
Convex hull

breaking point?

0.1538 A11B2 �301� A6BA5B SL 100% −0.6 −54.6¯−54.2 −53.3 Yes

0.1818 A9B2 �301� A5BA4B SL 100% −0.4 −63.9¯−63.6 −62.5 Yes

0.2353 A13B4 LPS, see Fig. 14 100% −3.2 −80.8¯−80.4 −79.9 Yes

0.2500 D023 LPS, see Fig. 14 0% 0.82 −82.35¯−81.97 −83.31 Yes

0.2667 A11B4 LPS, see Fig. 14 100% −2.1 −85.9¯−85.7 −85.4 Yes

0.3333 A8B4 �No. 4557� A3BA2BA3B2 �201� SL 100% −1.2 −90.4¯−89.9 −91.6 Yes

0.4167 A7B5 See Fig. 14 100% −3.5 −93.7¯−93.1 −93.7 Yes

0.5000 CH �201� A2B2 SL 100% −7.6 −90.7¯−90.0 −92.6 Yes

0.7500 L12 Not a SL 100% −6.7 −51.9¯−51.0 −52.2 Yes
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limits of the exhaustive search performed here, which is lim-
ited by N=20. However, the cluster expansion ECE��� can be
applied to any structure, even one with very large N. It is
indeed possible to use the building blocks we have identified

for the LPS’s and construct systematically ECE��� of large,
postulated structures, in a search for a possible new type of
LPS ground state. Such a study is postponed to a future
publication.

C. Au1−xPdx compounds at 0.27	x	0.5: Unsuspected
ordered compounds

In the moderately Au-rich concentration range, we find
several completely unsuspected ground-state structures.
Most striking is the appearance of the structure Au7Pd5 �Fig.
14� which has the lowest �HLDA. While the experimentally
measured formation enthalpy of the disordered Au-Pd alloy
indeed has the minimum at a similar composition,17,18 all the
earlier theoretical investigations of Au-Pd15,46,50 have sug-
gested that the ordered compound with the lowest �HLDA is
at the composition x=1/2. In fact, as we discussed above, all
those earlier theories considered only a limited library of at
most O�200� structures and thus could not account for an fcc
ground state at composition x=5/12. Our use of a direct
enumeration of O�106� structures allows us to identify
Au7Pd5 as an important structure and to conclude that the
ordered and random alloys of the lowest formation enthalpy
have similar compositions x.

We further find two distinct Au8Pd4 structures that are
degenerate in the LDA and thus both should be considered
ground states. Several other structures in this composition
lay close to the ground-state line. This is similar to the region
of adaptive structures at low x, except that for 0.27	x
	0.5 we could not identify any simple structural motif com-
mon to the near-ground-state structures.

D. Au1−xPdx ground states at xÐ0.5

For Pd-rich Au-Pd alloys, we find only two ground states,
at compositions x=1/2 and x=3/4. These are the same com-
positions at which ordering has been observed in thin Au-Pd
films20,22 and predicted theoretically.15,46,50 At x=3/4, we
predict that L12 structure is stable at T=0, as also was sug-
gested by the earlier studies.46,50 However, contrary to the
results of thin film experiments and to some less exhaustive
theoretical studies,46,50 we find that the ground state at x
=1/2 is a Au2Pd2 �201� superlattice structure. This structure

FIG. 12. �Color online� Energetic parameters defining our final
cluster expansion �CE�: �a� Values of pair interactions �top left� and
of the many-body interaction types �MBITs� �top right�. The MBITs
themselves are shown in the bottom panel of part �a� and were
selected by the genetic algorithm in the outer-loop iteration i=7.
�The MBIT code given in parentheses identifies the number of ver-
tices in a MBIT and the largest separation between those vertices.�
�b� Constituent strain energy ECS as given by Eq. �2� in the infinite-
period limit, shown for selected directions as a function of compo-
sition �left� and for Au0.75Pd0.25 composition as a function of super-
lattice direction. �In the panel showing the compositional
dependence of ECS, the top-to-bottom order of labels corresponds to
the order of lines at Pd concentrations 0.3–0.4.�

FIG. 13. �Color online� Comparison of the directly calculated
�HLDA for 37 new structures �never used during construction of CE
�circles�� to the corresponding values of �HCE predicted by our
final CE �crosses�. The average prediction error for those com-
pletely new structures is only 2.8 meV.
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is analogous to the Cu-Fe sublattice of the chalcopyrite
�CuFeS2-type� structure and is referred to as “CH”16 �some-
times it is also referred to as structure “40” following Kan-
amori and Kakehashi57�. The conclusion that CH is the
ground state of Au1−xPdx at x=1/2 has also been recently
reached by Curtarolo et al.15 and is quite remarkable: while
the CH structure has been identified as a generic possible
theoretical ground state decades ago,8 it has not been unam-
biguously found previously in any actual binary system. Ex-
perimentally, three binary systems have ever been suggested
to have this structure: NbP,89 ThPb, and UPb.90 Later, NbP
was found to have a different �NbAs� structure,91 while the
yet-unconfirmed assignment of ThPb and UPb to the particu-
lar space group allowed by the symmetry was done merely
on the basis of plausibility of the observed c /a ratio and not
by fitting the measured Bragg peak intensities. We predict

AuPd to be the first binary compound not involving 5f ele-
ments to order in CH structure.

In a simple Ising model including only nearest- and
second-nearest neighbor interactions �Jpair

�1� , Jpair
�2� �, CH is a

ground state8 if �i� Jpair
�1� �0, �ii� Jpair

�2� �0, and �iii� Jpair
�1�

�Jpair
�2� /2. Under these conditions, �1, D022, and A5B are also

ground states of the same Ising model. We find from our CE
that all those latter structures are not ground states of Au-Pd,
although they indeed have low energy and had been pre-
dicted as ground states before the outer loop converged.

E. Data mining vs cluster expansion: Evidence against the
existence of non-fcc structures in Au-Pd

Recently, Curtarolo et al. developed15,53 an ab initio data
mining algorithm to search for ground states which are in

FIG. 14. �Color online� Ground-state structures of the Au-Pd alloy system. The light-golden spheres denote Au atoms, and the dark
spheres denote Pd atoms. The thick line at x	0.22 signifies a region of “adaptive” structures, in which many ground states and near ground
states with negligible depth � �given by Eq. �10�� appear. The two Au8Pd4 structures �labeled by the number assigned to them by our direct
enumeration routine� have the same LDA total energy.
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principle unrestricted by an underlying lattice. Instead, this
method relies on a fixed library of N0 candidate ground-state
structures which is assembled by physical intuition, where
N0 must be small enough to be handled by routine LDA
calculations. Thus, the study of Ref. 15 is complementary to
ours in a way: data mining N0=176 candidate structures al-
low for a quick but inexhaustive cross-comparison of many
different underlying lattices, while we are able to focus on an
in principle unrestricted space of relaxed candidate structures
�in practice, �3�106 structures� which can be derived from
an fcc lattice.

The most interesting comparison is to be made at compo-
sition x=1/3, where both approaches predict the existence of
different ground states of Au1−xPdx: data mining predicts the
non-fcc structure C37, while our CE predicts the two degen-
erate fcc-based Au8Pd4 structures. To compare the energies
of those structures we must be very sure about LDA conver-
gence. To do so we repeated a number of calculations of Ref.
15 highly converged numerical parameters77,92 and for some
structures found that our results are lower by �10 meV. For
example, for L11, Ref. 15 reports Etot=−5.463eV/atom,
while we obtain Etot=−5.475eV/atom �using the same cutoff
energy for the basis set�. A similar discrepancy exists for
AuPd3 L12. Having established strict convergence criteria we
next compute the energies of the competing structures at
composition x=1/3. We find that �HLDA�Au8Pd4� is
3 meV/atom lower than �HLDA�C37�. �Our numerical con-
vergence allows us to clearly resolve this difference.� More-
over, we have analyzed the ratios of interatomic distances in
C37 before and after the relaxation and concluded that upon
the relaxation the interatomic environment in the relaxed
C37 structure tends toward an fcc-like local environment.
This fact and the fact that our predicted ground states are
lower that all the non-fcc structures found in Ref. 15 allow
us to conclude that the suggested non-fcc ground states of
Au-Pd are not real.

Our own study and the data mining study15 agree that
Au3Pd D023 and AuPd CH are ground states of AuPd. Most
other structures predicted by our study were not within the
reach of the method of Ref. 15, with one important excep-
tion: at AuPd3, our �HLDA�L12� is 12 meV lower than the
result of Curtarolo et al. This discrepancy in LDA input
places L12 on our ground-state line, while in Ref. 15 it was
concluded that AuPd3 may phase separate into AuPd CH and
fcc Pd instead. Based on our convergence tests, we predict
that AuPd3 would not phase separate but order into L12
structure at low T. In addition, AuPd3L12 is among those
structures whose �HLDA we have explicitly verified using the
full-potential linear augmented-plane-wave �LAPW� elec-
tronic structure method �cf. Sec. III�. It is thus our conviction
that AuPd3 L12 is a ground state of Au-Pd, at variance with
the earlier conclusion of Ref. 15.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

An objective expansion of the LDA configurational ener-
gies via multipair multi-many-body interactions was deter-
mined for the Au-Pd alloy system. This has been done by �a�
selecting important many-body interactions based on LDA

data for a fixed set of input structures and �b� iteratively
augmenting the LDA input with structures that carry the
most new information. We selected the important interac-
tions from a large, unbiased pool of possibilities using a
genetic algorithm. The interactions are found solely by their
ability to predict accurately LDA energies of structures not
used in the fit rather than by aesthetically appealing methods
requiring the “local completeness”70 or “physical
meaning”69,93 of the interaction set. The resulting cluster ex-
pansion shows unexpectedly long-range pairs �up to 13th
inequivalent neighbor�, as well as five three-body terms �with
constituent pairs extending to third, fourth, sixth, and ninth
neighbors�, plus two four-body terms �with constituent pairs
extending to third and fourth neighbors�. This expansion re-
quires �50 input LDA energies and predicts a very large
number of other LDA energies with an error of
�3 meV/atom.

Using this cluster expansion we conducted a ground-state
search of �1 500 000 possible structures finding that �i� all
the ground states of Au-Pd are fcc structures; �ii� the pre-
dicted low-T-ordered states of bulk Au-Pd are different from
those observed in thin films; specifically, the predicted or-
dered states of bulk Au3Pd and AuPd are D023 and CH,
respectively, whose energies are found to be lower than the
�bulk� energies of the structures seen in thin films �L12 and
L10, respectively� by almost 10 meV per atom; �iii� AuPd3
L12 is stable and does not phase separate; �iv� at composi-
tions around x�1/4, several one- and two-dimensional
long-period superstructures are stable at low T; �v� there are
a number of completely unsuspected ground states �including
the structure Au7Pd5 with the lowest formation enthalpy�, all
of which could not be predicted by other theoretical meth-
ods.

We show that �a� one must vary the input structures to
obtain a reliable cluster expansion, �b� data mining15,53

misses a few important ground states obtained by the cluster
expansion, and �c� previous methods based on searching a
rather small library of structures12,13,38–48,50 may miss most
ground states obtained by the cluster expansion coupled to a
direct enumeration ground-state search.

Note added in proof.

Recently, a paper was published by Sluiter et al. �SCP�94

describing a different cluster expansion investigation of Au-
Pd. While there are similarities in the results, there are also
important differences which we would like to clarify for the
reader.

Methodology. Like the present study, SCP also perform a
cluster expansion �CE� starting from the input first-principles
formation energies of various ordered Au-Pd structures and
then invert this information to deduce effective interactions
that are then used to survey the possible T=0 ground-state
structures. Important differences include: �i� SCP calculate
the total energies via the generalized gradient approximation
�GGA� while we use the LDA. Also, SCP used the projector
augmented wave �PAW� method while we use ultrasoft
pseudopotentials. We have repeated the ccalculations of for-
mation energies for a few structures using the PAW-GGA
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method and find rather similar results to our ultrasoft pseudo-
potential �USP�. For example, −80.8 meV �PAW-GGA� vs
−80.5 �USP-LDA� for Au3Pd D022, and respectively, −84.0
vs −83.3 meV for Au3Pd D023, −97.6 vs −92.6 meV for
AuPd CH, −53.8 vs −49.7 meV for AuPd3 D022, and −55.6
vs −52.2 meV for AuPd3 L12. �ii� In constructing the cluster
expansion, SCP use a single, fixed set of input structures
rather than expand iteratively the size of the input set, as
done in the present work �“outer loop iterations”�. Figure 11
in the present paper demonstrates how the omission of such
“outer loop iterations” might lead to missing important
ground states and to the prediction of spurious ground states.
�iii� The pair and many-body interactions used by SCP are
restricted to maximum the third nearest neighbor distance.
As indicated in Sec. IV of the present paper, such a “level 1”
set of interactions is too small to resolve the energetic order
of the “long period superstructures” �LPS�. The current ap-
proach uses a more extended set of interactions �“level 4”
in Sec. IV�. �iv� SCP construct their CE so that the inclusion
of any interaction type �“cluster”� deemed important triggers
the automatic inclusion of all the smaller interaction types
�“sub-clusters”�. This burdens the CE with the need to fit a
large number of interaction types, whether they are important
or not. Given the limited amount of input data, this approach
may have larger prediction errors, relative to what was found
in our present work, as is seemingly apparent by comparing
Fig. 8 of SCP with Fig. 9 in the present paper. Instead,
the present work selects from a large pool of potential
clusters only the important interactions using an objective
criteria of minimization of prediction errors in a GA search;
no a priori rules are established as to which interactions are

automatically entitled to be included. �v� SCP search a space
of �106 CEs, whereas the current GA searches a larger CE
space ��1016 CEs�. �vi� SCP limit the ground state search to
superstructures with unit vectors that are shorter than the fcc
cube diagonal. This excludes six out of the eight ground
states shown in our Fig. 14.

Predicted Ground States. We agree with SCP on the fol-
lowing issues: �i� �201� A2B2 superlattice �CH or “Str. 40”�
is the ground state at composition 50% �atomic % Pd�; �ii�
the ground states at 25% and 75% are structures obtained
from the L12 structure by introduction of antiphase domain
boundaries; �iii� there is a line of near-ground-state structures
in the Au-rich region; and �iv� there are ground states be-
tween compositions 25% and 50%. The key differences are:
�a� according to SCP the structure that has the lowest �H
occurs at 50% composition while we find the global mini-
mum formation energy to be Au7Pd5 at composition of
41.7%; �b� the identities of the ground states at 25% and
75% are, respectively, D023 and L12 in the present work and
D022 and D022 in the SCP study; �c� between compositions
25% and 50%, SCP predict the Au4Pd2 and Au5Pd3 ground
states while we predict the Au11Pd4, Au8Pd4, and Au7Pd5
ground states; �d� SCP do not predict the two-dimensional
LPS ground states Au13Pd4 and Au11Pd4 found in the present
work.
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